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Abstract
Marine coastal ecosystems offer numerous ecosystem services and are therefore subject
to a variety of stressors from anthropogenic activities. Environmental biomonitoring
programs for effective management and conservation of coastal marine ecosystems are
therefore crucial. Traditional monitoring has been based on macrofauna indices which are
laborious and require expert knowledge. Recently, eDNA metabarcoding has become
increasingly popular as it does not involve macrofauna species identification and is
therefore cost and time inexpensive. Studies have shown that ecosystem monitoring based
on eDNA metabarcoding is feasible and random forest (RF) algorithms can predict various
biological indices, and therefore ecosystem health. To propose adequate designs for future
eDNA metabarcoding-based marine coastal monitoring surveys, the aim of the study is to
find out (1) What is the lower limit of reads for accurate RF predictions in coastal marine
monitoring using microbial communities? (2) Is this limit the same for different monitoring
targets? To achieve this goal, we exploited four different Illumina amplicon datasets
obtained from bacterial communities in different costal environments. From these datasets,
we predicted different objectives relevant for biomonitoring. For each dataset, those
corresponding prediction objectives (labels) were predicted using amplicon sequence
variants (ASVs) as features. After construction of RF models using all available sequences
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of a dataset (full model, serving as benchmark for targeted prediction accuracy), we then
successively down-sampled each dataset to lower sequence numbers. Prediction
accuracies of the reduced models were then compared to the accuracies of the full models
to assess the minimum number of features to obtain the targeted prediction accuracy. Our
results show that there is no general answer to question (1) and that (2) the limit varies
between different monitoring targets. We have identified the most informative criteria that
are relevant to assess the sequencing depth required to predict a biomonitoring category
using RF. This may guide future study designs and may help to estimate and control costs
in applied routine DNA-based biomonitoring using RF to predict the biomonitoring target. In
our contribution we will elucidate and discuss these criteria.
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